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Tips to save your energy and make 
activities easier 
 
Doing tasks during your day takes energy. Use these tips to help you plan 
and do the things you need to do in a way that saves your energy.  
 
When you cook 
 
 Gather what you need before you start to cook so it is all in one place. 
 Sit when you can. Bring a chair next to where you cook. 
 Wear an apron to carry your cooking tools. 
 Cook in large amounts. Save some food for later. 
 Use prepared foods such as frozen foods. 
 Soak your dishes before you wash them. Air dry, or use paper plates. 
 Use helpful tools to make tasks easier. Example: use a jar opener. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you eat 
 
 Take your time eating. Chew slowly. 
 Eat six small meals.  
 
When you grocery shop 
 
 Use wheelchairs offered at the store.  
 Some grocery stores deliver. If your store does,                            
have your groceries brought to your home. 
 
When you work in your garden 
 
 Keep your tools together in a garden tote. 
 Sit when you can. Use a garden stool. 
 Hire help as needed.  
 
Information adapted from: IL Neurological Institute, and OT Toolkit. 
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Jar opener 
Save your energy  
 
When you shower 
 
 
 Use a shower chair and a handheld shower head. 
 Sit to undress, dry, and dress. 
 Sit to shave. 
 Shower in the evening to allow for more time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you get dressed 
 
 Gather all your clothing before getting dressed. 
 Sit while dressing. 
 
Other tips 
 
 Sit when you comb your hair, and brush your teeth. 
 Use an electric toothbrush and electric razor. 
 Consider moving your bed to the first floor.  
 Avoid stairs. Use a ramp or take an elevator when 
you can. 
 Take rest breaks. 
 Ask for help when needed.  
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Information adapted from: Energy Conservation Advance https://www.familyhousews.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Energy-
Conservation-Tips.pdf 
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